Hybridization of genomic DNA to microarrays: a challenge for the analysis of environmental samples.
The use of DNA microarrays for detection and identification of bacteria and genes of interest from various environments (e.g. soil, sediment, water column...) is a major challenge for microbiologists working on functional diversity. So far, most of the genomic methods that have been described rely on the use of taxonomic markers (such as 16S rRNA) that can be easily amplified by PCR prior to hybridization on microarrays. However, taxonomical markers are not always informative on the functions present in these bacteria. Moreover, genes for which sequence database is limited or that lack any conserved regions will be difficult to amplify and thus to detect in unknown samples. Furthermore, PCR amplification often introduces biases that lead to inaccurate analysis of microbial communities. An alternative solution to overcome these strong limitations is to use genomic DNA (gDNA) as target for hybridisation, without prior PCR amplification. Though hybridization of gDNA is already used for comparative genome hybridization or sequencing by hybridization, yet to the high cost of tiling strategies and important data filtering, its adaptation for use in environmental research poses great challenges in terms of specificity, sensitivity and reproducibility of hybridization. Considering the very faint number of publications that have described hybridization of gDNA to microarrays for environmental applications, we confront in this review the different approaches that have been developed so far, and propose alternative strategies that may contribute to improve the development of microarrays for studying the microbial genetic structure and composition of samples of high environmental and ecological value.